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A Theory of Social Harmony in the Thought of 

Edward Carpenter 

一一-An Aspect in the Criticism of Modern Civilization-一一

Atsuko INADA 

エドワード・カーペンターにおける調和的社会論

一一近代文明批判のー視点一一

稲田敦 子

エドワード・カーペンターによる調和的社会論は， r文明ーその原因および救治Jにおいて先駆

的に提示された人間と自然との宥和的関係の危機をめぐる近代文明批判が基盤となっている。そこ

には，外的自然と「内的自然」ともいうべき自然をめぐる両側面を認識することにより，その双方

を危機的状況に陥らせたものに対する鋭敏な意識が見られる。カーペンターは，外的自然のみなら

ず，人間における「内的自然」が全体性を失い，その現実的存在感から遊離していくあり方を認識

し，さらには，自己内部において，このような状況に歯止めをかける契機を持ち得なくなることへ

の危機感をつのらせたのである O このことから，人聞が自己の存在とその基盤がゆさぶられ，おび

やかされていく内外の自然の問題が検討されることとなる D 本稿では，カーペンターがこの問題を

契機として展開した調和的社会論における人間と自然との宥和的関係の回復と，文化的営為へむけ

ての先駆的な試論とを検討する。

Introduction 

When the existence of the self， or the basis for that existence， is shaken or threatened， people 

look into internal and external nature， attempting to gaze steadily into the depths in a search for 

something concrete. When the basis for the conditions of reality are skaken， or there are signs 

that basis will be threatened， nature too begins to show elements of danger. The objectifying of 

nature has been a central task in discovering the unknown elements， and the appearance of ele圃

ments of danger changes the central task into one of clarifying the structure of the composite 

body of known elements. Edward Carpenter was keenly aware that nature was entering a critical 
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state， and he questioned the one-dimensional nature of this ideal of progress in the forward 

thrust of modernization. The age in which he lived was one in which clouds had begun to form 

over the optimism previously felt about qualitative progress in the reality of human life com-

pared to the acceleration of forward progress in civilization's size. 1t was a time when the 

change in the paradigm of our existence from an open to a closed thread was beginning to re-

move the ideal of progress from the stage. Humanistic nature lost its absolute character and had 

been removed from the human feelings of an existence in reality and the human as absolute and 

there was no longer any opportunity to put the brakes on these feelings even within the self. 

This paper shall examine the modern perspectives of Carpenter's view of nature. 

The subject that forms history is the subject that， physically and with sensitivity， interacts 

with external nature and is， at the same time， a natural existence. 

Carpenter regarded civilization as an illness of social morality. He said，“1 would not be 

ashamed to say that the words ‘to become ill' applied to their most appropriate location， whether 

，(1) 
in the literal or derivative sense， should be applied to the civilization and society of today.' 

These words are a most straightforward description of the restrictions of civilization as he saw 

them. Illness occurs because of loss of the physical unity that is the structure for health， which 

results in struggle and friction between core entities， an abnormal development of all time 

periods and a wearing out of organizations. 1n contrast， the unity needed for the structure of a 

true society and of our modern lives is lost， and in its place are seen abnormal developments of 

all kinds， such as confrontations between classes and individuals， incursion into the other， and 

wearing down of organizations by socially parasitic groups， which are regarded as the illnesses 

that all nations and ethnic groups must suffer at one time or another. 

What strengthened this feeling of crisis in Carpenter was the smoke pollution that engulfed 

the city of Sheffield. He was extremely concerned about what would happen to the human 

beings living inside those huge clouds of thick， black smoke that were rising up into the 

heavens. His focus was steadily fixed on those people living suffocating lives， working like 

slaves， struggling to get a little bit of air and sunlight， and getting ill because of the dirty air 

and insufficiency of light. Legal measures had been taken to deal with the situation， but Carpen-

ter's problem awareness had been stirred by questions about the effectiveness of those laws.(2) 

In The Healing of Nations and the Hidden Sources of Their Strife， published in 1915， Carpenter 
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uses the phrase “class disease，" to say that when one class does not act in accordance with the 

interests of the who1e， taking over governrnent authority and seeking on1y its own interests and 

(3) 
advantages， it becornes a parasitic body and the state rnust of necessity becorne ill.'''' He points 

out that when the hurnan body does not supply the needs it requires in its entirety， the part be-

come a parasite on the entire structure， and enters an absolutist situation. He regarded that as 

the true state of il1ness. Carpenter points out that an il1ness of society is the same as an illness 

in the human body， that there is a plundering class and a state of parasitism， in other words， a 

(4) 
loss of harrnony， resu1ting in psycho1ogica1 disease.\~' The wearing down of the structure by 

these social parasite groups inevitably results in rnany different kinds of abnorrnal developrnent 

that include strife between individua1s and violations of the other. 

Carpenter a1so points out that the causing of self-conflict and self-contradiction within each 

and every individual1eads to a change from a state in which the self is unified to one of 10ss of 

(5) 
unity within the self， which is a sickness of the individual.'''' In effect， hurnan beings are no 10n-

ger able to forrn direct relationships with systerns or other hurnan beings and a collapse occurs 

(6) 
in the human externa1 systern that connects nature and rnankind.¥U' The rneaning of existence of 

the self becomes unclear and when we wonder where we will find the basis for that existence， 

the instabi1ity of the core foundation core increases， unab1e to stabilize. 

This expresses the situation for urban dwellers who have corne frorn the farrn cornrnunity into 

the city where the development of cornmunity is still in an immature state， and who have 10st 

their foundations in the farrn cornrnunity and not yet 1aid down roots in the city. Simu1taneous-

1y， they were workers who had 10st their roots in labor. Rationalization by rneans of technologic-

al innovation as syrnbols in the Taylor Ford reforrns of the early 20th century， and as a resu1t 

there were large nurnbers of people who had lost the freedorn based in work and the confidence 

in self. Carpenter was a pioneer， way ahead of anyone else in understanding this situation and 

in offering a phi1osophy of cornmunity. 

E 

The two major views of the relationship between rnan and nature are the view of nature as 

teleological， which was the ru1e frorn ancient tirnes through the rniddle ages， and the rnechanis“ 

tic view which rnechanical1y cornbines nature with a foundation on which stand the methods and 

principles of the rnodern natura1 sciences. Frorn the criticisrns of the view of nature in the rnod-
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ern enlightenment， arose a thinking that aims for a restoration of the organic view of nature and 

(7) 
sees a new organic relationship between man and nature. 

The teleological view of regards nature as a certain type of harmonic order (cosmos) and man-

kind's cultural and social conduct is basically subsumed within that cosmos. The true nature of 

things is not an attribute of some other subject and things that are not within some other sub-

ject， are considered to be individuals. An entity cannot exist apart from the individua1. There-

fore， the universal exists within the individual. The universal may not exist apart from the indi-

vidual. Universal things and individual things are not separated and in conflict， rather the uni-

versal exists within the individual， and it is through their transformation that the self is realized. 

Since the advent of the modern era， awareness of history has been based upon trends of prog-

ress and growth， i.e.， the time structure is thought of as a vertically-divided one. However， 

change in the history of reality in which nature is included takes place in extremely long， units 

of 10，000 or 100 million years， and cannot adequately be depicted linearly， i.e.， it takes the form 

of a composite body of horizontally-divided and multilayered measures of time. An historical 

awareness founded on these multilayered measures of time lies at the foundation of Carpenter's 

criticism of civilization. 

In post幽modernsociety， the atmosphere is one in which the only universality is a localized 

universality. Those things that are universal in a time sense are no longer considered important. 

That is to say， there comes a way of looking at things that sees temporal change and develop-

ment to be normal. Therefore， natural science is perhaps the only thing created after the modern 

era that has a unique temporal universality. However， rather than asking whether natural science 

has real temporal universality or that the truths it has unearthed have temporal universality it 

(8) 
might be better to say the natural science is developing. 

The psychology of people in the post-modern era has been to think of all things as moving 

forward and progressing over time. Therefore， having temporal universality has come to be con-

sidered unimpor:tant. The psychology of affirming localized universality and denying temporal 

universality has matched very well with the logic of the capitalist merchandise economy. 

The capitalistic mode of production makes nature a procedure， i.e.， it is a mode of product 

that ignores the temporal-universalistic values that nature has in itself. Modern production is all 

of the same pattern and can transcend geographical boundaries and go beyond national borders. 

Strength of production is the basis of modern state power; the mode of production and the pat-

tern of modern society are in a mutually supportive and complementary relationship. The pat-

terns of economic activity and the principles of the modern citizen society are connected by 
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mutually supportive relationships. That has resulted in the principles that politically unify mod-

ern society also spreading across national boundaries. Out of this has been created the base for 

developing the human psychology which thinks that which is universal is localized universality. 

Therefore， when mankind attempts to build a society based on production that makes use of na-

ture -that produces by making use of the power of nature -it greatly restricts the logic of 

modern localized universality. 

When an arrangement is created that centers on a productive system， the people who are 

working under those conditions no longer are aware that work is established within the relation-

ship between nature and humans. They are no longer aware of the direct relationship between 

nature and work. The meaning of the content of work becomes vague， the same day's pay means 

the same kind of work and as a result the equilibrium in the relationship between nature and 

mankind that exists within work is destroyed. The problem here is the denial of the relationship. 

We human beings do not simply live within groups we have created， we live in complex and 

intricate sets of relationships -their pattern having no particularly mandatory character -with 

many different aspects the most important of them being language. N ature has by this point be-

come a means of production in these relationships， and in the same way that the relation be-

tween man and nature can no longer be seen in work， the relationships between human beings 

have become relationships of alienation and mere means of production. People gather together 

solely according to the requirements for production and they are merely placed in those re-

lationships. No sense of community exists between human beings. The productive system is the 

main entity， and people have been gathered together only as a means for that production. Peo-

ple scatter about with no sense of unity because work is a means of the production system. And 

they are used indiscriminately as means of the production system. 

The communality of work has now been lost， work is used by the production system in sepa-

rate and isolated units， and we see that the result is the human being itself becoming an isolated 

entity within work. Man and work are isolated the thing that connects isolated work or the hu-

man being is the production system， the merchandise economy， the society. A situation where 

commulll 
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There are two questions that Carpenter presents in regard to this situation. First， if we 

attempt to 1ive by making use of the forces of nature， we must think about what the relationship 

of temporal universality is in which man and nature live in symbiosis. Second， we must bring 

back the relationship of temporal universality in work， that is to say， we must reclaim the qual-

(9) 
ity of work both temporally and universally.，vf In addition to restoring the temporal universalis-

tic relationship with nature in the quality of work， we must uncover social principles that do not 

change as the times change and that accord with society's new economic setup. We must hold 

(10) 
on to the social principles that can contain values that do not change with time. 

Contemporary society has nothing more than localized universality， it is a society that consid-

ers change normal and it is constant1y developing temporal items and enveloping us in a sense 

of time that constant1y demands change. 

We must recover the relations that transcends the logic of products and currency. Eliminating 

the kind of labor that exists today， a kind that makes nature and human beings the means of the 

production system， we will realize a change to a kind of labor that makes mankind and nature in 

interaction with each other the principle subject. Modern society has made nature and humank-

ind the means of production. Totally unaware， human beings have taken on the perception that 

they are achieving their goals. 

The four things that are the subject of interaction between nature and mankind， that will res-

tore labor in its broadest sense， that will restore value to use and that will restore skills， are no-

thing more than the same thing seen from different angles. That will establish a way of thinking 

that sees true temporal universality in restoring a world that has a value of use and restoring 

labor that has quality relationships. The problem is that during that process the logic of curren-

cy will intervene tearing asunder the meaning of labor in its broadest sense， qualitatively chang欄

ing skills and the value of use and turn nature and man into the means of a productive system 

and cause true relationships to disappear from the wor1d of man and nature. 

When Carpenter says，“man is something that exists to be formed in character by nature so 

，，(11) 
that it can exceed nature， "，，""' he means that the relationship between man and nature is created 

through internalizing nature 
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one's awareness from the external perishable to the internal non舗perishableone must be aware of 

，(1~ 
one's own fate，""<4 Carpenter shows that the base for the aim toward the internalization of nature 

lies in a strong awareness of the internal self. This means not a direction toward a peculiar state 

of self-interest in which only the self is the object， but rather， one in which the individual self 

can live in unity with the totality， in the search for individual independence. To Carpenter na-

(1功
ture lies within the range of totality. 

U 

We can make the order of nature an “objective model of true manifestationand diversifica-

tion." The pioneers from the beginning of the 19th century on who would influence Carpenter 

attempted to use this model to test the concreteness of coexistence of diversity among people. 

Since the start of the industrial revolution， the people who had made those attempts were aware 

of the positive and negative aspects of the mechanism of machine and mechanized industry， the 

factor that most regulates modern industrial society. They were aware that according to the way 

in which science and technology were used either the greatest happiness or the greatest misery 

would be brought to mankind， and they conceived a world in which the unlimited progress of 

science and technology through the industrial revolution would establish both happiness and 

good fortune for al1 human beings. 

In the point that the use of machinery under the existing industrial system not only impover-

ished and caused suffering among the poor working class， that the industrial system increasingly 

threatened the internalized values of mankind， and that a direct search must be made to bring 

that system to its demise， Carpenter can be called a forerunner in thought about the contempor-

(14) 
ary crisis."" He did not stop at simply expressing an awareness of crisis， he went on to criticize 

the artificiality of a society and its principles that ignored the natural state in the future of man-

kind， and sought to overcome the crisis of social nature through a complete recovery of huma開

mshc nature. 

Carpenter's concept of complete recovery is not a simple utopian concept of crisis recovery， it 

is a means of critically dealing with the realities of statism and absolutism and all of its philo-

sophical underpinnings. It takes fact as fact and is a product of nature and reason that is sup-

ported by a psychology that is in line with and does not depart from the facts. Carpenter's prac-

ticality lies in the establishment of a total recovery of humanistic nature in a state harmonious 

with societal nature. The social reformation that guarantees that recovery is then put into prac-
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tice using a cooperative thought that incorporates nature as its base. 

This theory of a cooperative society removes the state， a superficiality standing in an artifi-

cial， ruling position， and makes most important the way in which the natural and life dimensions 

that are based on the human being exist. In reality， the state that rules all social relationships 

based on its superiority is， originally， nothing more than an entity that takes care of one of the 

functions in socially organic relationships. Therefore， this is a theory of social harmony that re-

duces the ruling characteristics of the state itself into those of a one function entity and creates 

cooperative relationships above them. 

Carpenter fixes the structure of centralized authority， and regards the system of the efficient 

society in which only things that are useful are propelled forward， as an external skin that will 

(15) 
eventually peel Off."0 He says that he is searching for the secret of society's existence， and 

thinks that， as far as social evolution is concerned， society wil1 progress by taking off and 

throwing away out of necessity this external skin that it is fitted with， and， as for social prog幽

ress， that we must constantly condemn the obstacles created by the freezing of the existing legal 

(16) 
system.¥H' At the foundation of these ideas were his suspicions about social Darwinism which ex-

tols the logic of survival of the fittest. Although the theory of evolution had been dealt a serious 

blow when the world of biology pointed out that the survivors are those who are most adaptable， 

the Social Darwinists applied the survival of the fittest to social theory， and from there in inf1u-

enced liberal (laifaire) economics. This is a developmental theory of economics that connects 

the notion of free selection in“The Origin of Species，" with the optimistic view that out of the 

free will of each and every person order will naturally result. However， basic to the original 

theory of evolution is competition between individuals of the same species， but when humans 

are taken as the subject of that theory and the theory is applied to the competition between indi-

vidual human beings and a further notion is derived that the superior win and the inferior lose， 

then what we have is a clear deviation from the original Darwinian theory. When the dark side 

that accompani~s the development of industrial capitalism continues to grow， the theory， quite 

logically， no 10 
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awareness was moving forward as a medium interacting with nature. 

Footnotes: 

(1) Edward Carpenter， Civilisation: Its Cause and Cure， London， 1889 p. 6 

(2) The rapid increase in urban population in the two centuries since the beginning of the Industrial 

Revolution has been pointed out as a worldwide phenomenon， and the examples of change in 

population of British Industrial cities and of world population trends after the Industrial Revolution 

clearly shows that mankind has directed itself toward the cities and constantly gathered in them 

Population concentration has greatly changed urban conditions. This has produced two major kinds 

of social problems: urban problems such as lack of sanitation， crime and delinquency; and environ-

mental problems such as air， water and noise pollution， both of them working to reinforce and 

worsen each other and to have major effects on the lower classes of the city. The process of urba-

nization and industrialization working together to worsen the problems of the urban environment 

was especially marked in Nottingham， Sheffield， Leicester， Derby and other industrial cities. Be-

cause the city of Sheffield is on a hilly slope，“smoke from foundries with low smokestacks comes 

rolling up the streets. The children are covered in dust， soot and smoke， and once anyone sets foot 

in the town， they start inhaling the smoke and soot. This smoke permeates the lungs and eats up the 

body." The terrible conditions that are pointed out here concentrate themselves on the people 

forced to live in this horrendous environment， and they are hit not just by smoke damage but by the 

pollution of the river as wel1. Like all other rivers used by industry， .the that runs through Leeds 

flows clean and clear into the city， and leaves it foul-smelling， black and with every kind of debris 

imaginable floating in it. 

(3) E. Carpenter， The Healing 0/ Nations， and the Hidden Sources 0/ their Stri/e， London， 1915， p. 5 

(4) Ibid.， p. 11 

(5) Ibid.， p. 13 

(6) Chushichi Tsuzuki， Ed切'ardCarpenter 1844-1929， Prophet 0/ Human Fellowship， Cambridge Univ. 

Press， 1980， p. 159 

(7) Hajime Ikeda， Nihonshimin shisoωKokkaron， Ronsousha， 1983， p. 14 

(8) Ibid.， pp. 17-18 

(9) E. Carpenter， Civilization: Its Cause and Cure， p. 22 

(10) Ibid.， p. 25 

(11) Ibid.， p. 32 

(12) Ibid.， p. 34 

(13) cf. Ibid.， p. 46 

(14) C. Tsuzuki， op. cit.， pp. 58-59 

仕5) E. Carpenter， Civilization: Its Cause and Cure， p. 50 

(16) Ibid.， p. 52 

0司 Ibid.，p. 55 
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